In sematic Web data are represented in Resource Description Framework (RDF) in triple format (Subject, relation, Object) and retrieved using structured query such as SPARQL. These structured queries require complex syntax to formulate. In view of this therefore, several approaches have been researched to enables semantic formulation of natural language to structure query. The process involves the representation of natural language query to structured triple format. However, dues complex nature of natural language, one natural language query may have more than one possible triple format; therefore an effective semantic triple ranking framework is needed for semantic triple ranking. In this study, semantic triple ranking mechanism is proposed. The approach is based on using levenshtien string matching algorithm a reverse engineering approach. The result of the proposed triple ranking has increased precision to 0.04 and recall 0.06.
INTRODUCTION
The volume of information online over the years has increased at exponential rate. This has increased the popularity of web search. However, current search engines such as Google and Yahoo are based on traditional keyword matching (Lixin and Guihai, 2006) . Data retrieval in traditional key word matching lacks enough semantics which led to the retrieval irrelevant information. Current search engines have no means for specifying the semantics of data which makes it difficult for computers to understand the meaning for processing (Anna, 2012) .
Semantic Web was introduced by W3C consortium to incorporate semantics into the search process. In semantic Web data is provided with more descriptions for machines to understand and process. In semantic Web Data are represented semantically into structured Resource Description Format (RDF) which enable representation of data into ontology concept linked with explicit relationships (Sreeja et al., 2012) . Simple definition of ontology can be seen as any objects we can identify from domain and relationship that exist between those objects. Objects are mainly referred as concepts in ontology. RDF represents ontology into graphical triple form (subject, predicate, Object). Subject and objects are ontology concepts, predicate stands for explicit relationships that exist between Subject and Object. Predicate may be represented by a word, phrase or sentence. This semantically structurally represented RDF data is stored in the knowledge base in order to facilitate access and process. Knowledge base is storage fertility for semantically represented data.
For accessing data stored in the knowledge base, query has to be semantically formulated in the same representation with RDF triple format in the knowledgebase. However, due to complex nature of natural language, a given natural language query may be semantically formulated into more than one possible triple representation. In this case processing triple that is not the most appropriate triple representation of the query will affect the precision and recall of the retrieved information.
This study presented automated semantic triple ranking approach. The approach semantically rank triples in order to get the most likely triple representation of the natural language query from possible representations. The proposed triple ranking approach is based on using levenshtien string matching algorithm a reverse engineering approach. The knowledge base use for experiment involves the re-use of existing published by Leeds University United Kingdom. Leeds University ontology is built from Quran domain ontology which identified 300 important Noun concepts from Quran and 350 relationships. For this research, we updated Leeds Quran ontology by annotating the ontology using various Islamic related documents to increase the relationships to 1600 relationships. The Ontology we are experimenting contains only Noun concepts. Therefore focus of the Research it to enable user ask Natural Language Query concerning noun concepts in the Quran. We will see in details in the remaining part of this study.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The emergence of semantic web technology, semantics has attracts the interest of current major search engines, such as Yahoo, Search-Monkey, Google and other search engine (Ivan and Miloslav, 2013) . This has made the exploration of semantic Web content and the amount of linked data increased (Vanessa et al., 2010) . Despite the availability of linked data today, the task of supporting user to retrieve these linked data remain a great challenge. Researches have been on, on how best user is supported in order to retrieve important knowledge from these linked data. Since semantic web technology frame work is based on triple representation of RDF data and user Query is Natural Language, user query need to be transformed into triple format and semantically ranked the triples in order to have access to these linked data in more effective manner. Triple ranking is the process of ranking semantically formulated triples in order to get the closest triple representation of natural language query ranked with highest weight.
Several researches has been presented ranking of resources based on keyword input such as Swoogle (Tim et al., 2005) and ReConRank (Aidan et al., 2006) . Relying on occurrence of keyword in order to rank triple will eliminate semantic into the retrieval process and as a result wrong triple may be presented with highest weight even though semantically it is not the best triple representation of the natural language query. Furthermore, (Vanessa et al., 2005) presented an approach that rank triple relations based on associate tfidf, which is used to find related concepts in the ontology given an initial set of concepts and corresponding initial activation values. (Kemafor and Amit, 2002) presented an approach that attempt to find semantic similarity between paths connecting different triples in RDF model. Research in Ramakrishnan et al. (2005) proposes a heuristic method for weighting graph patterns connecting two nodes in a graph considering the differences of edges given by RDF graph that includes schema information encoded as RDFS ontologies. These approaches main objective is to measure similarity and rank triples with the knowledge base. Triple within the knowledge base are already structured, dealing unstructured natural language query will be a different. Where each of triples that may be formulated from the natural language query may all be similar to particular triple in the knowledge base. Therefore the task of ranking triple formulated from natural language query using these methods may not be easy.
Some recent work has focuses on ranking triple formulated from natural language query. Works in Damljanovic et al. (2012) and Franz et al. (2009) ranked triples that were formulated from natural language by ranking the relationship detected from the natural language query. However, ranking relations may be easier in the case where the query has one or two concepts identified. Or in the case where user is involved in triple formulation. Where relations are ranked and are presented to the user to map with the identified concepts in order to generate triple. And this may require user going through a lot of process by mapping the relations with concepts in the case where the queries has many concepts.
This study proposes a triple ranking mechanism that focuses on ranking the complete triple (subject, relation, Object) instead of just ranking relation. The system focuses on raking the automatically generated triple from natural language. We argue that, ranking the entire triple instead of relation will give more effective semantic triple ranking.
METHODOLOGY
Triple ranking approach proposed in this study is based on using levenshtien string matching algorithm a reverse engineering approach. Figure 1 shows flow chart of the proposed triple ranking system. Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the proposed triple ranking system. The system accepts natural language query and attempt to semantically formulate the query into structured triple representation. The natural language query goes through normalization. The normalized natural language query is used to semantically formulate the query to triple representation of the query. The semantic query formulation is done using statistical machine learning approach to automatically identify concepts from the query and automatically detect possible predicates between the identified concepts. Concept identification involved automatically matching the noun token of the query against the ontology gazetteer. If any of the noun query tokens match any concept in the gazetteer, such token is automatically identified as concept. The next task is to use the remaining query tokens to automatically detect phrase or sentence as the possible predicate between the earlier identified concepts. The task of predicate detection involves learning from the knowledgebase to automatically predict phrase or sentence as possible predicate by using Ngram maximum likelihood estimation. Ngram is an automata for predicting phrase or sentence by estimating the probability of a word given the previous word. Since the focus of this paper is about triple ranking, we focused on showing the details of triple ranking in this study.
When the system semantically formulates natural language query to structured triple representation, due to complex nature of natural language, more than one possible triple representations of the query may emerge. Semantic Triple ranking is required to rank these triple in order to retrieve relevant information using the most ranked triple. In this study the ranking method is based Fig. 1 : Flowchart of the semantic triple ranking on using Levenshtien string matching algorithm, a reverse engineering approach. Levenshtein string similarity algorithms compute the distance between two given strings. They shows the minimum number of operations that are needed to transmute one string into another. The operations are comprised of insertions, deletions, or substitutions of a single character. Levenshtien computation is normalized and assigned a score in the range 0 and 1. For example, using the Levenshtein distance between "kitten" and "sitting" is 3, i.e., the number of operations comprising the substitution and insertion needed to convert kitten to sitting is 3. The application of levenshtien string matching algorithm for ranking proposed in Damljanovic et al. (2012) . In their work they used Levenshtien string distance rank predicates that were detected by their system. In this study, in order to get the most suitable triple representation of the query when more than one possible predicate were detected from a query and thus more than one triple representation of the query is formulated by the system. Reverse engineering method for triple ranking in this study is implemented by using the Levenshtien string matching algorithm to match the initial top five ranked triples against the original queries which resulted in obtaining the most appropriate triple representation of the queries being ranked with highest score.
In the proposed method, the system takes automatically formulated triples as input and perform initial ranking by performing string matching using levenshtien string matching algorithm against triples in the knowledge base. In a reverse engineering method, top 5 initially ranked triples are then matched against the natural language query also using levenshtien string matching algorithm. The triple that has the highest weight is then assume to be the closet triple representation of the given natural language query. Figure 2 show example of natural language query used to show the implementation of proposed triple ranking in this study. Figure 2 present natural language query. Based on the semantic query formulation algorithm, the query generated 2 possible triples. The natural language query in Fig. 2 is semantically formulated into two possible triple as seen in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 presents possible triple representation of the natural language query in Fig. 2 . The triple are formulated in based on triples in the knowledge base which the algorithm used for predicate prediction. In this case, the triple in Fig. 3 exist in knowledgebase, therefore the algorithm is able to use these triple in the knowledge base and automatically formulate the query to triples in Fig. 3 . In this case, since the query produce more than one triple, processing any of the triple without ranking may end up retrieving irrelevant result. Since more than one triple are formulated from the query, the system automatically parse the formulated triples to the ranking approach for ranking.
The ranking approach, takes the automatically formulated triples representation of the natural language as input. The triple ranking process starts by matching the formulated triple against the knowledge base using a Levenshtien string matching algorithm. The system automatically takes the first 5 ranked triple in case the triple used for the ranking are >5. In the case of example in this study the formulated triple are 2. So the two triple are ranking. The system then uses the automatically ranked triples and performs a reverse So many prophets have been reported to have been sent by God to the world. Who is the last prophet among them and how can you prove that he is a prophet?
(?, is the last, Prophet) and (?, is-a, Prophet) engineering approach against the natural language query. Based on the experiment, although the initial ranking ranked and reduce the number of possible triple query representation to 5 in the case where more than five triple representation of the query are formulated, the reverse engineering prove to get better triple representation of the query. The returned results of the reverse engineering approach prove to be more relevant than the initial ranking. For example, from the triples representation of the query in Fig. 3 , after the ranking returned, ?, is-a, Prophet with higher weight than ?, is the last, Prophet. However, is-a, Prophet is not the most appropriate triple representation of the query in Fig. 2 because we are comparing it with any of the triples in the training set. Let's assume that the triples in the training set are Muhammad, is the last, Prophet and Isah, is-a, Prophet and we are comparing with these with the formulated triples. Because Muhammad has more characters than Isah, ?, is-a, Prophet will have highest score than ?, is the last, Prophet. However, although, ?, is-a, Prophet has a higher weight it is most likely that ?, is the last, Prophet is closer to a triple representation of what the user is trying to search for. Therefore in order to obtain the triple that is closer to the query words, this paper employed a reverse engineering approach by computing the distance between the ranked triples against the query, i.e., the minimum distance in transforming any of the ranked triples to the original query. This approach gave better results in terms of obtaining the triple representation most appropriate to the triple representation with the highest score.
For example, after applying the reverse engineering approach, ?, is the last, Prophet has a higher score and thus is accepted by the system as the most appropriate triple representation of the natural language query in Fig. 2 . The ranked triple is the parsed to the retrieval module for retrieval of the relevant I formation.
In the case the system is not able to automatically rank the formulated triple; user is engaged to choose from the formulated triples. The triple that is the chosen by the user is then used by the system for retrieval of the relevant information.
In the next section, an evaluation and analysis of the semantic ranking approach is presented.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, evaluations of effectiveness proposed triple ranking method is presented. The effectiveness of the proposed triple ranking method was measured based on improvement of the precision and recall of the retrieved result. For experiment, the ranked triple is used to semantically retrieved answers from the knowledge base, where the precision and recalled of the retrieved answer by the proposed method is compared with relation ranking approach in FREyA (Damljanovic et al., 2012) . Table 1 show the result of the precision and recall obtained from using ranked triple to retrieve result after ranking using Levenshtien reserve engineering approach in comparison with relation ranking approach in FREyA. Table 1 show that the proposed triple ranking based on levenshtien reverse engineering has outperformed relation ranking in FREyA in terms of the effectiveness of the retrieved result by both the systems. The proposed Levenshtien reverse engineering approach has precision 0.49 and recall of 0.57. While relation ranking has precision 0.45 and recall of 0.51.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have presented a new semantic triple ranking method based on levenshtien string matching algorithm a reverse engineering approach. The method focuses on semantic ranking of triples generated from natural language. The result shows that ranking triple based on reverse engineering approach has better result than ranking only relation in attempt to use semantically formulated triple for retrieval of relevant result using natural language query.
The result of the retrieve result of the experiment is without resolving ambiguity in the natural language query. Most of the query returned more than possible triple representation of the query due to lack of disambiguation process in the approach. Future research will involve disambiguation of ambiguity in the natural language query before triple ranking.
